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SSOCBT: A Robust Semisupervised Online
CovBoost Tracker That Uses Samples Differently
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Abstract—Most existing feature selection methods for object
tracking assume that the samples in the previous frames are
governed by the same distribution of the labeled samples obtained
in the current frame and unlabeled samples collected in the next
frame. However, according to our statistical analysis on very
common videos, this assumption is not true in many scenarios. As
a result, the selected features are not suitable for discriminating
between the target from the background in the next frame.
A tracking error accumulates and finally the drift problem
happens. In this paper, we consider data distribution in tracking
from a new perspective to adapt to target’s and background’s
changes. We classify the samples into three categories: auxiliary
samples (samples in the previous frames), target samples (samples
collected in the current frame), and unlabeled samples (samples
obtained in the next frame). To make the best use of them for
tracking, we propose a novel semisupervised transfer learning
approach that treats samples differently. Specifically, we assume
that only target samples follow the same distribution as the
unlabeled samples that we want to classify. Then, a novel
and interesting semisupervised CovBoost method is developed
utilizing the information provided by the three kinds of samples
effectively when training the best strong classifier for tracking.
Furthermore, we develop a new online updating algorithm for
semisupervised CovBoost, making our tracker handle with signifi-
cant variations of the tracked target and background successfully.
Our experimental results demonstrate the advantages of treating
samples differently during tracking. Our tracker outperforms
state-of-the-art trackers on the benchmark datasets.

Index Terms—Boosting, covariate shift, CovBoost, feature
selection, object tracking, semisupervised learning, transfer
learning.

I. Introduction

OBJECT TRACKING has been a hot research topic for
decades due to its wide applications in many domains.
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During the last few years, researchers have made great
progress, e.g., [1]–[7]. However, there still exist many open
problems facing complicated variations in target’s appearance
and motion, as well as background. In many works, such as [8]
and [9], object tracking is considered as a local discrimination
problem: foreground and background. Good features can be
used to discriminate the target from background easily and
accurately. Thus, feature selection is a challenging, but very
important problem for object tracking.

To be adaptive to dynamic background and object’s varia-
tions, many online feature selection methods, such as [8] and
[10]–[12], are proposed. In [8], a variance ratio is used to
evaluate feature’s discriminative ability and the best k features
are selected to describe the target’s appearance. Meanwhile,
due to its good performance and computation efficiency, online
boosting methods [10], [11] have become the most popular
feature selection algorithms for object tracking. For example,
in [10], based on the obtained labeled samples, a classifier is
trained and updated through online boosting. To alleviate the
drift problem and make use of the prior knowledge, semisuper-
vised methods, such as [14]–[17], are developed for tracking.
Recently, multiple instance learning methods such as [18] and
[19] are developed to resolve the ambiguities as to where to
take positive updates during tracking. Unlike other semisuper-
vised methods, in [20] a very interesting paradigm called “P–N
learning,” which is guided by positive and negative constraints,
is proposed to restrict the labeling of unlabeled data. It could
guarantee the improvement of the classifier during the learning
process. However, we would like to point out that these ap-
proaches make a common assumption: in tracking, the samples
they used for training follow the same distribution with the
samples they aim to classify. However, when target’s appear-
ance or background varies greatly or continuously, the underly-
ing data distribution also keeps changing and is not necessarily
from independent and identical distributions [21]. In other
words, there is a difference between previous and current
samples. Perhaps, in human eyes, the difference is not very
large, but in this case features selected using existing methods
based on previous samples, such as [10] and [11], may
generate incorrect results on the target samples, although they
could lead to the minima classification error on the previous
samples. As a result, tracking results become inaccurate and
finally “drift” [22] happens. Fig. 1 shows a very good example.

Apparently, it is necessary to use previous samples, current
samples, and unlabeled samples differently. In the field of
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Fig. 1. Video example in which appearances of the tracking target and
background vary significantly because of lightness and motion. We extract
100 Haar features for every sample and then reduce the dimension to 2 using
PCA [13]. The red and green dots denote target samples and background
samples collected from frame 3 to frame 142. The red and green triangles
denote target samples and background samples collected in 10 frames around
frame 146. Apparently, dot samples and triangle samples follow different
distributions, as shown in (b). So training with dot samples, boosting method
[10] generates an incorrect classification result on triangle samples. (a)
Samples’ distribution in the 2-D feature space. (b) Marginal probability
density function of the samples. (c) Frame 2. The tracking target is labeled
with a yellow rectangle. It is shown that training with dot samples, the
boosting method [10], generates an incorrect classification result on triangle
samples. (d) Frame 146. Tracking result of dot samples method (yellow
rectangle) and our method (magenta rectangle).

machine learning, a similar idea that distinguishes between
training and test distributions has been a popular problem.
Many works such as [23]–[25] have developed new learning
algorithms for solving it. Meanwhile, in object detection,
some works, such as [26] and [27], have developed effi-
cient transfer learning methods [23] to deal with cases in
which the training and test data follow different distributions.
However, the covariate shift phenomenon has not yet been
studied for object tracking and it is conceivable in many
situations such as videos containing fast-moving targets or
motion blur, low frame-rate videos, and home videos that
are self-recorded with hand-held cameras. As a result, it is
necessary to investigate this case for tracking. In this paper1,
we first make a careful study of the target’s and background’s
distribution in common videos. Then, we propose to consider
data’s distribution from a new and more reasonable angle
and investigate the “covariate shift” problem in the field of
tracking. In more specific terms, we classify the samples in
object tracking into three categories: labeled auxiliary samples,
labeled target samples, and unlabeled target samples as shown
in Fig. 4. We assume that the labeled auxiliary samples and
target samples are under covariate shift. To select the best
features for discriminating the unlabeled target samples and
obtain tracking results, we develop a semisupervised online
boosting method. Experimental results demonstrate that it can
alleviate “drift” to some extent and thus could achieve superior
performance. See Fig. 2 for a concrete example.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II we quantize the difference between samples’ distribution

1This paper is an extension of [28].

Fig. 2. Best viewed in color. A toy problem: the dots, triangles, and stars
denote auxiliary samples, target samples, and unlabeled samples, which are
collected in the previous frames, current frame, and next frame, respectively.
The red ones are positive while the green ones are negative. The pink
star represents the image patch in (a) with pink rectangle corresponding
to foreground in the next frame. The blue stars denote image patches in
(a) with blue rectangle corresponding to the background in the next frame.
We can see that our proposed algorithm generates an effective decision
plane, which classifies the pink star into the positive class and generates
an accurate tracking result, as shown in (c). (a) Decision plane gener-
ated by semisupervised CovBoost. (b) Decision plane generated by Boost.
(c) Tracking result corresponding to (a). (d) Tracking result corresponding
to (b).

TABLE I

Notations for Some Frequently Used Variables

Notation Description

x, y Observation and label of a sample (y = 1,

positive sample; y = −1, negative samples)

fi, hi Haar feature and the corresponding weak

classifier

M, Nw The number of selectors and the number of weak

classifiers

hsm (·), αsm The selected weak classifier and its corresponding

weight, H =
∑M

m=1 αsm hsm

�, XL, U Auxiliary data set, labeled target data set and

unlabeled data set

zi, �i Observation and label of the sample that is in

auxiliary data set

xi, yi Observation and label of the sample that is in

labeled target data set

ui Observation of the sample that is in unlabeled

data set

na, n, nu Number of samples in auxiliary data set,

Number of samples in labeled target data set,

Number of samples in unlabeled data set

μi
o,t , σ

i
o,t At time t, mean and covariance of the positive

samples with respect of fi

μi
b,t

, σi
b,t

Mean and covariance of the negative samples

with respect of fi

in several common videos to verify our assumption. We then
provide a brief introduction to CovBoost and propose a new
method for solving it in Section III. Section IV details the
derivations of the proposed semisupervised CovBoost classi-
fying them as unlabeled target samples. The online learning
algorithm for tracking is then elaborated on in Section V.
Experimental results on various test videos are reported in
Section VI. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VII.
The notations for frequently used variables in the following
part are provided in Table I.
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Fig. 3. Distance between samples’ distributions in adjacent frames of five test videos. The mean and variance of {Di
t, i = 1, 2, . . . , 1000} are provided in

every frame. (a) Object in egtest01. (b) Object in egtest01. (c) Background in egtest02. (d) Background in egtest02. (e) Object in egtest04. (f) Object in
egtest04. (g) Object in Redteam. (h) Background in Redteam. (i) Object in Jump. (j) Background in Jump.

II. Difference Between Samples’ Distribution in

Adjacent Frames

We observe that in most videos object or background
usually changes. Intuitively, their probability density functions
should vary too. In every frame, we collect target samples
and background samples, and each sample is represented
by the observation x and its label y. y = 1 denotes that
the sample belongs to target class while y = −1 means
the sample belongs to the background. The observation x is
combined with 1000 Haar features fi(i = 1, 2, . . . , 1000). In
frame t, we assume pt(fi|y = 1) and pt(fi|y = −1) follow

the Gaussian distribution N(μi
o,t, σ

i
o,t) and N(μi

b,t, σ
i
b,t). The

Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence [29] is usually used as the
distance metric on the space of probability distributions, but
it is not symmetric.

In past years, several kinds of KL distances, such as [29]–
[32], were proposed. In our experiment, we simply use (1)
to measure the difference of those distributions in adjacent
frames

Di
t = DKL(pt(fi|y) ‖ pt+1(fi|y)) + DKL(pt+1(fi|y) ‖ pt(fi|y))

(1)
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where

DKL(pt(fi|y) ‖ pt+1(fi|y)) =
∫

fi

pt(fi|y) log
pt(fi|y)

pt+1(fi|y)
dfi

is the KL divergence of pt(fi|y) and pt+1(fi|y). Substitute
pt(fi|y = 1) = 1√

2πσi
o,t

exp
(
− (x−μi

o,t )
2

2(σi
o,t )2

)
and pt(fi|y = −1) =

1√
2πσi

b,t

exp
(
− (x−μi

b,t )
2

2(σi
b,t )

2

)
into (1), we could derive that

Di
t = −1 +

∑
c∈{o,b}

(σi
c,t)

2 + (μi
o,t − μi

b,t)
2

2(σi
c,t)2

. (2)

From the public database, we analyze the variation of
the target’s and background’s distributions. Here, we mainly
report five videos2 recorded under very common situations.
We compute Di

t in those test videos to analyze the difference
between samples’ distributions in adjacent frames. The result
is shown in Fig. 3. We can see that in those videos the target in
Jump varies most violently, because the target is skipping and
there is significant motion blur. Meanwhile, the KL distance of
the target in egtest01 is smaller than KL distance of the target
in the other four videos, because only sunlight and target’s
pose vary and they have little effects on the Haar feature. From
those results, we could easily find that samples’ distribution
varies greatly, although sometimes according to human vision,
the variations of the object and background are not very large
(e.g., egtest01 and egtest04). In our paper, we simply assume
that data’s distributions in previous frames and current frame
are under “covariate shift.”

III. Covariate Shift and CovBoost Algorithm

Given a labeled auxiliary set � = {〈zj, �j〉}na

j=1, where zj is
drawn from auxiliary distribution pa(Z) and target training set
χL = {〈xi, yi〉}ni=1, where xi is drawn from target distribution
pt(X), let D = {z1, z2, . . . , zna

, x1, x2, . . . , xn}. If p(�|Z =
z) = p(Y |X = z) for all z ∈ D, but pa(Z) �= pt(X), then the
difference between the two datasets is referred to as “covariate
shift” [23].

Then, the loss function on those labeled samples with re-
spect to target data distribution p(zj, �j|〈zj, �j〉 ∈ χL) becomes

Lc(H, �, χL) ≈
n∑

i=1

exp{−2yiH(xi)}

+
na∑
j=1

γ(zj, �j) exp{−2�jH(zj)} (3)

where γ(zj, �j) = pt (zj)
pa(zj) and H =

∑M
m=1 αsm

hsm
.

CovBoost aims to form a strong classifier H(·) with weak
classifiers {hk(·), k = 1, 2, . . . , Nw} by minimizing the ex-
tended loss function Lc(H, �, χL). Following the derivation
of AdaBoost [34], in the mth iteration, we first select hsm

(·) in
a greedy method and then obtain αsm

by solving the equation

2egtest01, egtest02, egtest04, and Redteam are from CMU VIVD [33].
Jump is from [20]. For egtest04, only frame 0 to frame 787 are used.

∂Hm

∂αsm
= 0 (Hm =

∑m
i=1 αsm

hsm
)

hsm
(·) = argminh(·)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

n∑
i=1

wm
i δ(h(xi), yi)

+
na∑
j=1


m
j δ(h(zj), �j)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(4)

αsm
=

1

4
ln

1 − εm

εm

(5)

where
wm

i = exp{−2yiHm−1(xi)}

m

j = γ(zj, �j) exp{−2�jHm−1(zj)}

εm =
�h(xi)�=yi

wm
i + �h(zj)�=�j


m
j

�n
i=1w

m
i + �

na

j=1

m
j

.

In [26], γ(x, y) is proved to be equivalent with
p(<x,y>∈χL|x,y)
p(〈x,y〉∈�|x,y)

p(〈x,y〉∈�)
p(<x,y>∈χL) . Unlike the solving method in [26],

using the boosting method, we first learn two classifiers
Ht(x) and Ha(x) on χL and �, respectively. Then, conditional
distributions p(〈x, y〉 ∈ χL|x, y) and p(〈x, y〉 ∈ �|x, y) could
be modeled as 1

1+exp{−yHt (x)} and 1
1+exp{−yHa(x)} , respectively. In

short, p(〈x,y〉∈�)
p(〈x,y〉∈χL) is denoted by ra,t(x, y). Then

γ(x, y) = ra,t(x, y)
1 + exp{−yHa(x)}
1 + exp{−yHt(x)} . (6)

IV. Semisupervised CovBoost for

Feature Selection

From the loss function of CovBoost, we can see that
unlabeled samples are not used. However, there are generally
many unlabeled samples waiting to be classified. Although
they do not have labels, they still could provide very useful
information. Usually, samples with similar observations should
share the same label. This is referred to as data consistency in
many works such as [35] and it was proven to be helpful
for tracking in [16] and [19]. So, in the proposed tracker,
we want to develop semisupervised CovBoost to combine
the information implied in the unlabeled data with the loss
function Lc(H, �, χL).

A. Semisupervised CovBoost

Considering unlabeled set U = {u1, u2, . . . , unu
} with S(·, ·)

denoting the similarity function of two samples, the loss be-
tween unlabeled samples and labeled samples Lu(H, �, χL, U)
is defined as

Lu(H, �, χL, U) =

∑
xi,uj

S(xi, uj) exp{−2yiH(uj)}
nnu︸ ︷︷ ︸

the first item

+

∑
ui,uj

S(ui, uj)D(H, ui, uj)

n2
u︸ ︷︷ ︸

the second item

+

∑
zi,uj

γ(zi, li)S(zi, uj) exp{−2�iH(uj)}
nanu︸ ︷︷ ︸

the third item

(7)
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where D(H, ui, uj) = exp{H(ui)−H(uj)}+exp{H(uj)−H(ui)}
2 . The first

and third items measure the data inconsistency between la-
beled data and unlabeled data, and the second item represents
that between unlabeled samples. Then, we design the final loss
function L(H, �, χL, U) by extending Lc(H, �, χL) to include
Lu(H, �, χL, U)

L(H, �, χL, U) = Lc(H, �, χL) + Lu(H, �, χL, U). (8)

Simulating the underlying of AdaBoost, we first minimize
the loss L(·) only with respect to weak classifiers. After the
best weak classifier hsm

(·) is determined, we then optimize its
weight αsm

. Through the first-order Taylor expansion of L(·)
at Hm−1(·), hsm

(·) can be selected as

hsm
(·) =argminh(·)

⎡⎣
∑n

i=1 wm
i δ(h(xi), yi)

+
∑na

j=1 
m
j δ(h(zj), �j)

− 1
nu

∑nu

j=1(pm(uj) − qm(uj))h(uj)

⎤⎦
(9)

αsm
=

1

4
ln

{
1 − ε

′
m

ε
′
m

}
(10)

where

pm(uj) =
1

n
exp{−2Hm−1(uj)}

∑
yi=1

S(xi, uj)

+
1

na

exp{−2Hm−1(uj)}
∑
�i=1

γ(zi, �i)S(zi, uj)

+
1

nu

nu∑
i=1

S(ui, uj) exp{H(ui) − H(uj)}

(11)

denoting the confidence that ui is positive and

qm(uj) =
1

n
exp{2Hm−1(uj)}

∑
yi=−1

S(xi, uj)

+
1

na

exp{2Hm−1(uj)}
∑
�i=−1

γ(zi, �i)S(zi, uj)

+
1

nu

nu∑
i=1

S(ui, uj) exp{H(uj) − H(ui)}

(12)

representing the confidence that ui is negative. Let εu
m =∑

h(uj)=−1 pm(uj) +
∑

h(uj)=1 qm(uj) and it can be treated as the
classification error on unlabeled samples. Then, the classifica-

tion error ε
′
m =

∑
h(xi)�=yi

ωm
i +

∑
h(zj)�=�j


m
j + εu

m∑
xi

ωm
i +

∑
zj


m
j +

∑
uj

(pm(uj) + qm(uj))
.

In summary, the semisupervised CovBoost minimizes the
loss function that treats labeled samples differently and takes
labeled samples and unlabeled samples into account. When
no unlabeled data are used (U = {}), (9) and (10) reduce to
CovBoost. Besides, if Ht(·) = Ha(·), which means that labeled
auxiliary samples and labeled target samples follow the same
distribution, and (9) and (10) degenerate to the well-known
SemiBoost formulas.

B. Boosting the Similarity Function

Generally, any similarity measure (e.g., sum of squared
difference [36], normalized cross correlation [37], and Bhat-
tacharyya distance [38]) could be used for defining S(·, ·).
However, as the number of target samples and auxiliary
samples is fairly large, in order to compute the similarity
efficiently, similar to [16], we boost the similarity according
to [39] and [40]. Meanwhile, γ(zi, �i) is not a constant and
computing the third item in (7) would be time consuming.
Therefore, we want to develop a new similarity function S̃(·, ·)
meeting the following requirements:⎧⎨⎩

S̃(xi, uj) ≈ S(xi, uj)
S̃(zi, uj) ≈ γ(zi, ui)S(zi, uj)
S̃(ui, uj) ≈ S(ui, uj).

(13)

In other words, when we learn similarity function, target
samples and auxiliary samples are used differently. We train
a prior classifier HP on auxiliary dataset and target dataset
through minimizing loss function Lc defined by (3). Then

p(y = 1|x = ui) =
exp{HP (ui)}

exp{HP (ui)} + exp{−HP (ui)} . (14)

p(y = 1|x = ui) is used as the similarity between ui and
positive target or auxiliary samples. Similarly, p(y = −1|x =
ui) is used as the similarity between ui and negative samples

S̃(xi, uj) =
exp{yiH

P (uj)}
exp{HP (uj)} + exp{−HP (uj)} . (15)

In the current frame, the number of unlabeled samples
could be very large, so we simply consider |U| →∝ and
the third addend in both (11) and (12) converge to zero.
Substituting S̃(·, ·) into (11) and (12), pm(uj) and qm(uj) could
be approximated by p̃m(uj) and q̃m(uj), respectively

p̃m(uj) = (
n+

n
+

n+
a

na

)
exp{−Hm−1(uj)} exp{HP (uj)}
exp{HP (uj)} + exp{−HP (uj)} (16)

q̃m(uj) = (
n−

n
+

n−
a

na

)
exp{Hm−1(uj)} exp{−HP (uj)}
exp{HP (uj)} + exp{−HP (uj)} (17)

where n+ and n− denote the number of positive samples and
negative samples in χL, n+

a , and n−
a represent the number of

positive samples and negative samples in �. In our experi-
ments, n+ = n− = 0.5n and n+

a = n−
a = 0.5na.

The details of our online updating algorithm for semisuper-
vised CovBoost are displayed in Algorithm 1.

V. Online Learning for Object Tracking

During tracking, we store examples from several previous
frames and use them as auxiliary samples. Meanwhile, once
we obtain tracking result on the current frame, we recollect
target samples according to the result. First, training with
auxiliary samples and target samples, respectively, using the
boosting method, we obtain classifier Ha(·) and Ht(·). Then,
based on Ha(·) and Ht(·) and training with auxiliary and target
samples together via CovBoost method, a classifier HP (·)
is obtained. Based on HP (·) and continue to train with the
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Fig. 4. Framework of our semisupervised online CovBoost tracker. (a) Flowchart for how to train the strong classifier H with semisupervised CovBoost. In
previous frames, we collected auxiliary samples and trained classifier Ha using the boosting method. In the current frame, we collect target samples and train
Ht using boosting too. Then, we use auxiliary and target samples to train Hp using CovBoost for OCBT tracker. In the next frame, we collect unlabeled
samples, and combine them with Hp, auxiliary target samples to train the final classifier H for SSOCBT. (b) Illustration of how to construct a weak classifier.

unlabeled samples using semisupervised CovBoost algorithm,
the final classifier H(·) is developed. As the tracking procedure
goes on, the auxiliary sample, target sample, and unlabeled
sample are updated and then our tracker keeps evolving with
them. Fig. 4 shows the framework of our tracking method.3

We can see that for every frame, the computation complexity is
O((|χ|+ |�|+ |U|)MNw). Here, we want to point out that there
are two crucial differences between our method and online
boosting. One is that we assume target samples follow different
distribution with auxiliary samples while the other boosting
trackers treat them equally. The other is that we make use of
unlabeled samples in the next frame.

A. Implementation

We implement our tracking algorithm with C++ code. The
executable program is available from the webpage http://www.
jdl.ac.cn/user/grli/SSOCBT/index.htm. Some related details
that readers will care about are described specifically.
Feature. Although many features such as color, texture, and
HoG could be used for tracking, we select the Haar-based
feature in our experiment because of its excellent performance

3The detail procedure of the proposed tracking method is provided at http:
//www.jdl.ac.cn/user/grli/SSOCBT/index.htm.

reported in many works [11], [41]. Moreover, resorting to
integral image, the Haar feature value is very computationally
efficient.
Weak Classifier. Provided the Haar feature value fi (i =
1, 2, . . . , 1000), the weak classifiers are defined as h(fi) =
sign(p(fi ∈ Co|fi) − p(fi ∈ Cb|fi)). Co and Cb denote object
and background class, respectively. We model p(fi ∈ Co|fi),
p(fi ∈ Cb|fi) with the Gaussian distribution N(μi

o, σ
i
o) and

N(μi
b, σ

i
b). During tracking, when receiving the new n labeled

samples with feature value {〈f 1
i , y1〉, 〈f 2

i , y2〉, . . . , 〈fn
i , yn〉},

the parameters (μi
o, σ

i
o) are updated according to the following

equation. It is similar for μi
b, σ

i
b⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

μi
o = τμi

o + (1 − τ)
∑

yj=1 f
j

i

n∑
j=1

(yj == 1)

σi
o = τσi

o + (1 − τ)
∑

yj=1(f j

i −μi
o)2

n∑
j=1

(yj == 1)

(18)

where τ represents the learning rate.
In our implementation, the number (Nw) of weak classifiers

is 1000 and the number (M) of selectors is 100.
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Algorithm 1 Semisupervised Online CovBoost (SSOCB)

Input: Ht(·), Ha(·), HP (·) and training examples:
{〈x1, y1〉, . . . , 〈xN, yN〉}.

Output: Strong classifiers H(·)
sw
m,k = 0, sc

m,k = 0, λ̃m = 1, m = 1, 2, . . . , M; k =1

1, 2, . . . , Nw;
/* sc

m,k denotes the sum of the weight of samples that
are classified correctly and sw

m,k is that of the
samples misclassified */

; for i = 1; i ≤ N; i + + do2

for m = 1; m ≤ M; m + + do3

if xi is target sample then4

ym = yi, λm = λ̃m;5

else6

if xi is auxiliary sample then7

ym = yi, λm = ra,t(xi, ym)λ̃m;8

else9

ym = sign (p̃m(xi) − q̃m(xi)),10

λm = |p̃m(xi) − q̃m(xi)|;
end11

end12

for k = 1; k < Nw; k + + do13

if ym �= hm,k(xi) then14

sw
m,k+ = λm;15

else16

sc
m,k+ = λm;17

end18

εm,k =
sc
m,k

sc
m,k+sw

m,k

;19

end20

sm = argk min εm,k;21

αsm
= ln 1−εm,sm

εm,sm
;22

λ̃m = λ̃m exp{−2ymαsm
hsm

(xi)};23

end24

αsm
= αsm∑M

m=1 αsm

;25

end26

return H(x) =
∑M

m=1 αsm
hsm

(x);27

Memory. As shown in Fig. 4, we need to store auxiliary
samples for updating. To reduce the computational complexity,
we store hi(z) (i = 1, 2, . . . , Nw) instead of z. This is because
when we perform updating with samples, we need to evaluate
hi(·). The maximal size of auxiliary samples is set as 1000
(Threshold = 1000). It is a compromise between tracking
speed and accuracy.
Samples Collection. After we obtain tracking result in the
current frame It , we collect labeled samples as shown in
Fig. 5(a). In frame It+1, we collect unlabeled data using the
dense sampling method (overlap ratio is 0.99) in the search
region and Fig. 5(b) provides a graphic representation.

VI. Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we design experiments to demonstrate the
superior properties of the proposed tracker. To analyze the
effectiveness of unlabeled data, we also design online Cov-

TABLE II

Description of the Trackers Appearing in

Our Experimental Section

Abbreviation Description of the Tracker
OBT Online boosting tracker [10]
SSOBT Semisupervised online boosting tracker [16]
MILT Online multiple instance learning tracker [18]
TLD Tracking-learning-detection tracker [42]
ILT Incremental learning tracker [5]
FF Fragment-based tracker [4]
SRPT Particle filter based on sparse representation [6]
OCBT Our online CovBoost tracker
SSOCBT Our semisupervised online CovBoost tracker

Boost tracker considering the loss function defined by (3). We
compare with related works of state-of-the-art trackers [4]–
[6], [10], [16], [18], and [20], whose codes and parameters are
provided on their websites. The description of every tracker
and its abbreviation are provided in Table II. For simplicity,
we use the abbreviation of every tracker at the following parts.

All of those trackers except for TLD4 do not adapt to
scale changes. We compare OCBT, SSOCBT with OBT, and
SSOBT, respectively, to demonstrate the effectiveness of our
novel assumption. Furthermore, we compare our tracker with
four trackers on various test videos described in Table III to
prove that our tracker could alleviate drift to some extent.

A. Parameter Tuning for ra,t

We know that p(〈x, y〉 ∈ �) and p(〈x, y〉 ∈ χL) denote the
probability that the sample 〈x, y〉 is drawn from auxiliary
data � and the probability that 〈x, y〉 comes from target
data χL, respectively. Using maximum likelihood, |�|

|χL|+|U|
is the estimation for ra,t(x, y). However, the size of |�|, χL

or U is set manually in tracking. So, we simply consider
ra,t(x, y) to be a constant ra,t and test different values for
it to get an appropriate one. Fig. 6 shows the tracking
error corresponding to different values of ra,t . Intuitively, a
larger ra,t means the auxiliary samples are more reliable.
Fig. 6 shows the tracking performance with different ra,t

({0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0,

6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0}).
Experimental results are evaluated by overlap-criterion5 and

the position error computed according to

overlap(gf , of ) =
area

(
gf ∩ of

)
area

(
gf ∪ of

) (19)

error(gf , of ) = ‖center(gf ) − center(of )‖2 (20)

where gt denotes ground truth, of is the tracking result, and
‖ · ‖2 is L2 norm. In our experiment, the tracked target is
denoted by a rectangle and both gf and of denote rectangles.
If the overlap in a frame is larger than zero, we consider
the object to be tracked successfully in that frame. We define
successful frame rate (SFR) as the rate of frames in which the

4The learning part of TLD is P-N learning [20].
5http://www.pascal-network.org/challenges/VOC/voc2009
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Fig. 5. (a) Illustration of how to obtain labeled samples based on tracking result. (b) Instructions for collecting unlabeled data in frame It+1.

Fig. 6. Tracking performances as average error of tracking results and
ground truth independent of parameter ra,t .

TABLE III

Information About Our Test Videos

Data Set Video Name Total Frames
egtest01 1831

CMU−VIVD
egtest02 1301

egtest04 800
Redteam 1919
Tiger 200

Self-recorded Head 300
Doll 200

TRECVID2010 Store 43
David [5] 461

Other
Motor [20] 2665
Jump [20] 313
Animal [43] 71

target is tracked successfully and the total number of frames
in the test video. This is

SFR =
number of successful frames

the number of total frames in the test video
. (21)

Surprisingly, the successful frame rate is not sensitive to the
value of ra,t . This is because γ(x, y) = ra,t

1+exp{−yHa(x)}
1+exp{−yHt (x)} and it is

mainly effected by 1+exp{−yHa(x)}
1+exp{−yHt (x)} . However, as shown in Fig. 6,

the average tracking errors in every test video changes with the
value of ra,t . Intuitively, a large ra,t means training H(·) mainly
with auxiliary sample while a small ra,t means training H(·)

mainly with target samples. As shown in Fig. 6, the curves
can be divided into three categories: relatively smooth curves
(e.g., egtest01), fluctuating curves (e.g., David, Head, Animal),
and smooth-fluctuating curve (e.g., egtest02, egtest04, Jump,
Redteam, Tiger, Doll). In the videos (e.g., egtest01) in which
the target and background vary little and the distributions of
auxiliary sample, target sample, and unlabeled sample have
little difference, so the value of ra,t has little affect on the
tracking result. While for videos Jump, egtest02, egtest04,
Redteam, Tiger, Doll, in which the target and background
change relatively smooth, ra,t tends to be a constant, so some
value of ra,t could lead to better tracking performance. As
a result, a part of the curve is flat. In videos, such as David,
Head, and Animal, the target or background varies sharply, and
the ra,t keeps changing. Therefore, it is hard to achieve a good
performance with a fixed ra,t and curves that fluctuate acutely.
In other words, fixed ra,t could not generate the best results,
so in the future, we will concentrate on a more sophisticated
algorithm for estimating ra,t automatically.

In the following comparison experiments, we set ra,t = 1
for all test videos.

B. Effectiveness of Our Covariate Shift Assumption

As in our experiments, the only difference between OCBT
and OBT is that their assumptions on samples’ distribution
are different. The test video is Jump [20], which is recorded
with a moving camera. The boy is skipping rope. As a result,
his face is often blurry. In human eyes, the appearance of his
face may not change significantly, but actually the differences
between faces in adjacent frame are considerable as shown in
the fourth image in Fig. 7. However, OBT and SSOBT begin
to drift soon after tracking because of motion blur. The in-
correct updates severely degrade their performances. With the
covariate shift assumption on samples’ distribution, OCBT and
SSOCBT succeed in tracking the face through the whole video.
Fig. 8 displays quantitative comparison results using overlap-
criterion and the position error computed according to (19)
and (20). From the result, we can see that the improvement
brought by our assumption is apparent and significant.

C. Comparison With Other Trackers

To show the superiority of SSOCBT over other trackers,
we perform experiments using OCBT, SSOCBT, MILT, TLD,
OBT, and SSOBT on a number of video sequences.
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Fig. 7. Qualitative comparison results of SSOCBT (in magenta), OCBT (in green), OBT (in red), SSOBT (in yellow) in the Jump sequence. The last image
is the SSD of the face’s image patches in adjacent frames.

Fig. 8. Quantitative comparison results of SSOCBT, OCBT, OBT, SSOBT in the Jump sequences.

Fig. 9. Qualitative comparison results of SSOCBT (in magenta), OCBT (in green), OBT (in red), SSOBT (in yellow), MILT (in blue), and TLD (in cyan)
on six test video sequences. In some frames, SSOBT or TLD does not provide tracking results, because it infers that the target disappears in those frames.
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Fig. 10. Qualitative comparison results of SSOCBT (in magenta), OCBT (in green), OBT (in red), SSOBT (in yellow), MILT (in blue), and TLD (in cyan)
on six test video sequences. In some frames, SSOBT or TLD does not provide tracking results, because it infers that the target disappears in those frames.

TABLE IV

SFR of Nine Trackers in Test Videos and the Average Position Errors of Tracking Results in Successful Frames

Sequence David Doll Head Tiger Store Motor
SFR error SFR error SFR error SFR error SFR error SFR error

SSOCBT 100% 10.86 100% 77.74 100% 45.51 100% 58.88 100% 8.62 41.0% 20.76
OCBT 87.1% 10.49 76.3% 131.60 100% 53.94 100% 61.21 11.6% 22.63 27.2% 17.70
OBT [10] 71.3% 19.48 63.2% 121.37 67.1% 63.14 100% 136.86 11.6% 22.63 19.0% 17.98
SSOBT [16] 74.8% 53.79 73.7% 71.29 39.9% 28.40 40.6% 49.96 9.3% 19.93 10.9% 20.44
MILT [18] 100% 11.27 53.2% 228.24 87.4% 27.47 78.7% 134.92 44.2% 16.21 4.8% 28.30
TLD [42] 88.5% 12.08 0.5% 88.07 100% 39.51 43.0% 31.30 11.6% 26.02 40.6% 7.49
ILT [5] 87.4% 11.40 100% 78.14 100% 60.95 100% 84.19 4.7% 20.88 0.4% 15.23
FT [4] 49.6% 32.05 50.5% 167.38 43.5% 58.13 87.0% 131.42 4.7% 29.30 0.1% 10.31
SRPT [6] 32.8% 44.80 40% 178.60 96.3% 69.38 88.9% 96.64 4.7% 21.21 0.9% 15.62

Sequence egtest01 egtest02 egtest04 Redteam Jump Animal
SFR Error SFR Error SFR Error SFR Error SFR Error SFR Error

SSOCBT 100% 6.40 100% 3.75 100% 3.33 100% 5.90 100% 5.02 100% 6.74
OCBT 100% 6.71 100% 6.20 100% 9.40 100% 4.46 100% 11.20 100% 6.84
OBT [10] 100% 7.01 29.3% 8.20 64.9% 7.11 79.5% 4.38 20.8% 27.83 88.6% 23.82
SSOBT [16] 13.5% 3.03 18.4% 9.03 77.9% 7.90 75.8% 5.45 22.5% 20.10 85.7% 10.20
MILT [18] 100% 8.30 100% 3.82 98.5% 9.33 100% 7.80 100% 9.94 90.0% 25.56
TLD [42] 96.0% 4.95 100% 8.88 67.2% 3.88 93.8% 4.59 88.1% 3.79 81.4% 164.76
ILT [5] 20.7% 5.73 37.6% 7.17 40.8% 2.37 24.1% 12.02 100% 6.74 100% 18.61
FT [4] 99.1% 5.73 96.7% 7.17 24.1% 2.37 6.0% 12.02 29.7% 14.75 32.9% 59.66
SRPF [6] 14.3% 12.77 34.2% 10.50 24.3% 5.44 6.6% 4.26 48.6% 72.97 45.7% 40.45

The dominant measure is SFR. First, the larger SFR is, the better the tracker is. If the SFR of the two trackers are the same, the tracker that generates lower tracking error is
better.
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Fig. 11. Quantitative results on videos from CMU VIVID dataset using different trackers.

The first test video is David, which was downloaded from
http://www.cs.utoronto.ca/∼dross/ivt/. In this video, a boy
walks from a dark room to a lit room. His pose, the appearance
of his face, and the background constantly change. The second
video is Doll, which was recorded by a moving camera, and
has a television in the background. The television set is on
and dynamic, so the background is continuously changing,
and sometimes there are sudden variations. Meanwhile, due
to the camera’s movement, the target comes out fuzzy from
time to time. The third video is Head, which was recorded
with a hand-held camera. The great challenge of this video
is that it includes 180° out-of-plane rotation of the head and
motion blur. The fourth test video is Tiger, which shows a
tiger floating on the water. The glistening water reflecting
the sun on the ripples and the shadows of the surroundings
make it very challenging to track the tiger. Sometimes, the

tiger is very blurred and appears very similar to the water.
The fifth test video is Store, which is from the video data of
TRECVID2010. In this video, a man runs through a room.
The appearance of the background varies drastically. The last
video is Motor, which was used in [20] and depicts a motor
bumping along a rough mountain road. The motor disappears
sometimes and its scale changes greatly.

The qualitative results on the above six test videos are
displayed in Fig. 9. We can see that OCBT performs better
than OBT, because our novel assumption on training samples
helps the tracker select more discriminative features. Through
exploiting the structure information implied in unlabeled sam-
ples, SSOCBT makes further improvement. During the process
of tracking, SSOBT and TLD infer that whether the target
is present or not; they do not provide tracking results if they
think the target disappears. In some frames in Fig. 9, SSOBT,
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Fig. 12. Quantitative results on self-recorded videos using different trackers. (a) Tiger. (b) Head. (c) Doll.

Fig. 13. Quantitative results on Store, which is from the TRECVID dataset, using different trackers.

and TLD could not provide tracking results because of their
incorrect inferences. For example, in the Doll sequence, TLD
judges that the target disappears in the 3rd frame and never
appears again. SSOBT performs redetection when it loses
the target, so it could recover from failure (e.g., frame 60 in
Doll). Applying CovBoost, when the doll is blurry, SSOCBT
identifies the doll and succeeds in capturing it through the
whole video. Tiger is a very good test video for illustrating
the advantage of our tracker. The appearances of the tiger and
water vary gradually. Some other trackers (e.g., OBT, SSOBT)
lose the tiger quickly. One reason is that the data distribution
is changing while it is assumed to be drawn from the same
distribution for those trackers. As we show in Fig. 2, semi-
supervised CovBoost could generate a correct decision plane,
so SSOCBT can adapt to dynamic changes and performs well.
When there is a distracting feature, OBT, SSOBT, and TLD
fail. An example of this is in the tenth frame of Store. MILT
insists on tracking the target for a few frames, but it loses
the target when the target is closer to the second distracter.

SSOCBT performs better, but it loses the target in frame 50,
because there is partial occlusion and the background is very
similar to the background. The results in Motor prove that
SSOCBT can cope with significant variations.

To illustrate the effectiveness of SSOCBT, we test
it on more image sequences from public datasets (e.g.,
CMU VIVID [33]). The information about those videos is
described in Table III. Some tracking results are displayed in
Fig. 10. In every video, SSOCBT tracks the target from the
beginning to the end, while other trackers fail when a partial
occlusion, blur, or distracter appears.

Table IV displays the comparison results of the nine trackers
described in Table IV in terms of SFR and the average position
error of tracking results in those frames. The larger SFR is,
the better the tracker is. If the SFR of the two trackers are
the same, the tracker that generates lower tracking error is
better. As we can see, SFR of SSOCBT is the largest in all
the test videos. Although in some videos, the tracker achieves
the same SFR with SSOCBT or OCBT, it has higher tracking
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Fig. 14. Quantitative results on some videos used in other papers using different trackers. (a) Motor. (b) David. (c) Jump. (d) Animal.

error. This means SSOCBT has the best performance in most
of the test videos.

To provide more concrete quantitative comparisons, we
provide tracking error curves of all the trackers in every
test video. Fig. 11 shows the tracking error on videos from
CMU VIVID dataset. Apparently, SSOCBT performs better
than OBT, SSOBT, and MILT measuring with position er-
ror. As we discussed in Section II, among videos egtest01,
egtest02, egtest04, and Redteam, the variations of object and
background in egtest01 are the smallest. Therefore, OBT per-
forms better on egtest01. However, SSOBT and OBT cannot
handle changes in the other three videos and their tracking
results are very inaccurate compared with SSOCBT. Fig. 12
is about tracking error on self-recorded videos, in which the

target and background vary gradually. We can see that the error
curves of SSOCBT are smoother than that of the other trackers
and its tracking error in every frame is very small. This means
the performance of SSOCBT is very stable. Figs. 13 and 14
display error curves on videos frequently used in other papers.
The tracking error of SSOCBT is much lower than that of other
trackers especially in Motor, Store, and Animal.

D. Analysis

In our experiments, we discover that SSOBT’s and OBT’s
performance are affected by the object’s and background’s KL
distance in adjacent frames. For example, in egtest01, OBT and
SSOBT begin to drift to the distracter in frame 246, while the
KL distance of background’s distribution in adjacent frames
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increases around that frame, as shown in Fig. 3(d). In Jump, the
performance of OBT becomes unstable in frame 27 and it often
loses the target from then on. Fig. 3(i) and (j) shows the KL
distance of the target and background in video Jump; we can
see that the KL distance of the target varies greatly from frame
27 to frame 50. In a word, object and background changes
have a significant effect SSOBT’s and OBT’s performance
because they assume that data follows the same distribution
in every frame. Because of our “covariate shift” assumption on
samples’ distribution in different frames, SSOCBT and OCBT
treat samples differently and are able to handle their variations.
Therefore, SSOCBT and OCBT are not sensitive to object and
background changes during tracking, and thus achieve good
performance.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we treated tracking as an online binary
classification problem. After analyzing how much the object’s
and background’s distributions change in every frame, we
proposed that when providing the tracking result in the current
frame, the samples collected in the previous frames would
be considered auxiliary data, while the samples obtained
in the current frame would be regarded as target data. We
assumed that the target and the auxiliary data were under
“covariate shift” instead of following the same distribution.
Furthermore, we thought that the unlabeled samples in the
next frame, which we wanted to classify, could provide useful
information. We formed a strong classifier based on the above
three kinds of samples using the semisupervised CovBoost
algorithm. It selects effective features that distinguish the
target from the background. We developed an online updating
algorithm for semisupervised CovBoost, which made our
approach easy to use for tracking and greatly improved the
tracking performance, especially when the target’s appearance
changed heavily or when partial occlusion and motion blur
occurred. Experimental results demonstrated that the proposed
tracker outperformed state-of-the-art trackers.
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